Subject: A Few Parting Shots at Eva Holland
Here are my last few parting shots at Fake News
retail distributor, Eva Holland:
-- Soft Armor-- They keep referring to me wearing
body armor in a way that makes it sound like I went
around in a plate carrier and a Kevlar helmet. This is
not the case. I had a very slim and comfortable soft
tank-top vest that a wore under my t-shirt all the
time. This was not a bad idea after I'd seen people
like Nancy Schaeffer get killed and had received
credible death threats from lose cannons like Aaron
Bennett and Bill Fulton. I had also been told by the
Military Police (who I generally trust) that the Feds
were plotting to murder me.
But here's the real twist; that vest was given to
me by Christopher Maninno, an informant! I didn't
know it at the time, but having body armor is a big
sentencing enhancement. So it was a set-up any
way.

-- Gandhi Died How? -- At trial, Skrocki tried to
make fun of me to the jury all the time. He said "Mr.
Cox, you say you wanted to be like Gandhi, right?
What reason would Gandhi have for body
armor?!?" The the other prosecutor would then
object when I tried to answer. So I basically just had
to sit there gagged and tied while they beat me up
for show.
But do you know how Gandhi died? He was doing
the EXACT same stuff I was doing when a guy ran up
to him in a crowd and shot him with a .38 Special in
the chest. It is widely believed that the assassin was
an informant, just like Fulton and Bennett. If Gandhi
had had a soft vest on under his "home spun" he
would still be with us.
What Gandhi was doing by mobilizing people to
use their own home spun cotton was meant to
break their dependency cycle mindset. What I was
doing with my message of self-reliance, self-respect,
and self-defense, was also meant to break the
dependency cycle mindset.

Gandhi wasn't a Guru from rural India. He was a
lawyer from London who was a PR genius! He was
playing the people's strengths against the British
Empire's weakness. He also was not against the use
of force for self-defense. He just knew that there
was a time and a place for it, and that that time was
not at hand.
When I say I was being like Gandhi, that was not
a flippant comment. I studied the guy and how he
operated. I also studied his contemporaries like Eric
Blair, who built the British psy-op unit and was
better known for his pen name, George Orwell.
So Skrocki can only get away with telling people
I'm not like Gandhi, if people know nothing about
me, or Gandhi!
-- "24 hr surveillance" -- When I say we had the
threats under 24 hr surveillance, this was really just
the informants giving me daily "updates" on the
"people who are out to kill me." It was all craziness
cooked up by the FBI Glee Club to try to scare me

into going on a shooting rampage when I had no
desire of my own to do so. They were trying to
scare me into acting out in what I would believe was
self-defense, and the only way to keep from bing
murderd.
This is what they had to do, because they had
found out time and again that I would never do
something I believed was morally wrong -- like start
a fight. This made me much harder to set up than a
criminal. They had to create a threat to my child
and to my own life, so that there would be a moral
justification for me to attack them. They sure
enough succeeded in that task. BASTARDS!! And I
explained this in lucid detail on the tapes. But then I
quickly pointed out that as a practical matter, taking
up arms would be such a disaster to us, the cause of
Liberty, and to our families, that it would be morally
wrong for us to try it. EVEN THOUGH, the gagster
state might deserve it.

-- Cox the "Fugitive" -- Skrocki and Eva are calling
me a "fugitive" after I didn't show up for the
February 14th, 2011 misdemeanor state trial on the
Ruger .380 charge that was later dropped
completely. Again, this is the FBI Glee Club's stupid
show biz and nothing more. The truth is that I didn't
show up for that trial because Fulton said he was
going to use it as a spark to set of a killing rampage,
and that if I didn't go along, he would kill ME for
being an obstruction to the violent revolution that
he thought needed to happen.
So rather than risk people getting hurt, I
abandoned my home and business and everything
and packed up to leave. I did that not only for my
good, but for the good of the police and other
political opponents of mine who Fulton might hurt.
So even though I was ideologically opposed to them
in every way, I sacrificed everything I owned rather
than run the risk of being the spark that set nuts like
Fulton and Bennett into motion to hurt people. On
top of this, the FBI can't really say I was a "fugitive"
for those 21 days because I was effectively in their

custody; in that I was being held against my will, in
an attic, by their goons, under threat of death. They
knew right where I was every second of every day,
because they were the ones holding me there! Then
they try to spin it like I was this dangerous fugitive
on the lose and they had to launch a big old man
hunt to bring me down before I hurt someone. You
want to talk about a "self aggrandizing fraud?" The
FBI Glee Club is a self aggrandizing fraud if there
ever was one!!!!! The DoJ's motto should be "THE
SHOW MUST GO ON."
So you can imagine how it must have made me
feel when those same cops I'd given up everything
to protect came and took the stand and told
whoppers to try to get me sent to prison for LIFE!
I disagree with the government trampling on
people's rights and hurting innocent kids, so I use
my 1st Amendment Right to speak up and say so.
The gangster state responds by trying to entice me
to commit a crime for which they can prosecute me.
When that fails, they threaten my children to try to

panic me into a violent reaction. When that fails,
they have Fulton give me a death threat ultimatum
that I join him in a crime or else. When I let go of
my life's work and fortune rather than trigger harm
to the gangster state I disagree with but want to fix
peacefully, the gagster state kidnaps my whole
family for 21 days, then attempts to murder me.
When the murder was botched by a innocent
bystander who got in the way, the gagster state
railroads me through a corrupt trial and buries me
in a secret prison. I feel like the Count of Monte
Cristo!
-- Illegal Gun Deal -- Get a load of this. The FBI Glee
Club had tried to get me to buy illegal weapons
from: Maninno, Morris, Bennett, Fulton, Olson and
other's on multiple occasions. I never would do it. I
had no criminal record, I owned lots of legal
firearms, and there was no reason for me to buy
guns illegally when I could so easily buy them
legally. But the script writers of the Broadway Show

"Schaeffer Cox: Secret Bad Guy" wanted a hot gun
scene. But what could they do with me not going
along? What they did was have informant Olson
buy guns illegally from informant Fulton, then
charge me with "conspiracy" for simply knowing
about the transaction that was taking place
between two Glee Club actors.
If you listen to the audios from March 10th, 2011
you will hear Glee Clubber Olson call his theater
coach FBI Agent Southerland and ask him what to
do with the guns, since Cox doesn't want them.
Then you hear me get in Olson's truck, and tell him
again that I don't want the guns. Olson responds
that he himself is buying them from Fulton, who is a
licensed class 3 dealer. I never told Olson to buy any
guns. In fact I had advised him to have no dealings
with Fulton at all. But he was not taking my advice.
He said he was going to buy some guns from Fulton.
I told him I just wanted to meet the trucker and
leave.

Skrocki argued to the jury that none of this stuff
mattered since I was "only charged with conspiracy
with respect to the weapons." He then stretched
the definition of conspiracy to include knowing
about something illegal that two Glee Clubbers
pretended to do.
-- No State Warrants -- In the state case the judge
had a lower tolerance for government lies. When
the state prosecution told the Alaska State judge all
their wild fish stories about how they had caught
me on secret tapes plotting murder and mayhem
for the past two full years, he didn't believe them.
He asked the prosecution why -- if they had been
collecting all that damning evidence for the past
two years -- they never brought any of it in and
used it to get a warrant? He pointed out that
getting a warrant would be the very first thing they
would do if they had any indication or proof at all
that I was really plotting murder and mayhem. Then
he implied that he thought it was more likely that

they hadn't come in and asked for a warrant
because they had really just been conducting illegal,
warrantless surveillance and searches for two full
years as part of a fishing expedition into my life; and
that they had come up with nothing to justify a
warrant, much less a prosecution. The whole case
was dropped by the DA's office a few days later. But
Federal prosecutors, Skrocki and Bottini specialize
in lies and corrupt prosecutions of innocent people.
So they plowed on ahead.
-- Ridicule is not Rebuttal -- Little Ms. Eva uses a
Saul D. Alinsky propaganda tactic in her article when
she says "the trial veered occasionally into the
absurd. The 'hit list' referred to on his iPhone, he
explained to the jury, was compilation of great
songs about freedom that he had been planning to
put together. He had collected the home addresses
of government employees because he'd been
warned that they were in danger, and he wanted to
pass that warning on to them at home, personally.

His message, he explained, was based on the
teachings of Gandhi, Mandela, and Marten Luther
King Jr."
What little Ms. Eva Braun, I mean Holland, does
here is simply preface the truth with the
unsupported assertion that it is "absurd." She does
not say it is false, or that the facts don't support it,
or that other facts contradict it. For saying this
could cause people to actually THINK. What she
does instead is give her readers implicit permission
to NOT think, by lumping several facts into the
garbage bin of "absurd." She just hopes that you
will not catch on that these facts are undisputed.
She is using the same mind game that our Conman-der in chief, Obama, used when he got caught
spying on America with the NSA. He didn't deny it,
he just laughed and said "The NSA spying on
Americans? Ha ha ha! That would be illegal." Okay,
we agree on that. But the question wasn't "is it
illegal?" The question was "are you doing it?" You

won't say "No we are not spying on you," all you
will do is concur that it's illegal.
So lets look at the things that Glee Fan Eva
doesn't want us to look at:
*Was there a list of hit songs that were all about
freedom on my iPhone under "Hit List?" YES
* Did the government's star witness, Mike
Anderson, testify that at Wednesday night Militia
get togethers we played guitar and recorded music?
YES
*At the Pikes landing meeting with Fulton, Baker
and Zerbe, when Fulton asked me "what is the one
thing the government can't stand?" did I respond by
saying "music that undermines them and celebrities
that mock them?" YES
* Was I a well known political figure, and is it a
common courtesy for political figures to meet
privately at each other's homes to work things out
before they slug them out on the public stage? Yes
and Yes!

* Did Police Chief Hal Hume testify that we met at
each other's homes may times, that I was a good
guy, and that I would not have encouraged
violence, but only defense? Yes, Yes, Yes, and Yes!
* Did Assistant US Attorney Steve Cooper testify
that he met privately with me for lunch regularly,
and that I had also been to his home, and that I had
expressed concerns about violent lose cannons,
namely Bennett and Fulton? Yes, yes, yes, and yes.
* Did Skrocki successfully block his fellow
prosecutor from testifying further about how I was
innocent and this was all a corrupt mess? YES!
* When I went to Drug Cop Ron Wall's house with
my wife, did we ask him to please pull some strings
to get OCS off our back about our son because
people like Fulton and Bennett were trying to turn it
into a reason for violence? YES
* Did Drug Cop Ron Wall file any sort of a police
report or memo after that meeting that said I had
said or done anything improper or threatening? NO.

* As an objective fact, was my crusade for the rights
of the people in line with the message of Gandhi,
Mandela and MLK Jr.? YES.
* Was Gandhi a shrewd campaigner who knew how
to use the government's own heavy handedness to
undo itself? Yes
* Did I explain that we needed to do this in Alaska
because it was the only way to win? YES
* Is Eva a fake news prestitute trying to suck her
way into the Glee Club's good graces? No doubt
about it!
* Did she ever talk to me, look at the evidence, or
think for herself. Nope! And neither should you,
according to her.
THE END

